One morning all of the ocean parents had babies. One of the babies was Natola the narwhal, another Sam the seal, and Floxy the fish was also a baby born. They were all huddled in their parent’s warm hugs and quite shy at first to see the other mommies and daddies. Natola, Sam, and Floxy were growing really happy and healthy and became friends.
Then one day they had a party to celebrate that Thisa the turtle moved to their neighborhood.
Just then when they were getting ready, a mean man had a lot of plastic bags and he threw them in the ocean. Some creatures that were getting ready for the party got stuck in a bag. They all screamed for help. Natola said, “I’ll try to use my horn to catch all of the bags!”, but she was not able to because the waves were swirling really fast.
A scuba diver saw the trouble they were having. The scuba diver swam over and grabbed all of the bags and threw them in the recycle bin.
Then they were able to have their party. The scuba diver was invited too because he helped clean the ocean!
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by Clarissa MCooleman
Welcome Thisa!
Look! He's helping us!
I'll try to get it with my horn.